B18: Kent Solid Wood Table Clock. The table clock has a light cherry finish, carved details on side panels, a white dial and traditional Roman numerals. Battery operated. Clock measures: 7.5"H X 6"W X 2.5"D.

B385: Travel Duffle. Top "U" shaped zippered opening to main compartment. Sturdy double carrying handles with Velcro grip closure and adjustable shoulder strap with non-slip shoulder grip. Front zippered pocket, zippered pocket on each side of bag. 20"L X 13"W X 5"D.

B988: Picture Frame with Silver Medallion. Made of brushed aluminum and has a black velvet back. Outside dimensions are 7" X 7" and it holds a photo size 7" X 5". Yale University logo medallion in the lower right corner.

B997: Coaster Paperweight with Gold Logo Medallion. Sophisticated, polished brass and leather coaster that can also be used as a paperweight. Embellished with a gold Yale University logo medallion.

B996: TFX by Bulova Men's Logo Dial Watch. Men's black leather strap watch with round white dial imprinted with logo. Date display, second hand sweep, mineral crystal and buckle clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 39mm.

B995: TFX by Bulova Women's Logo Dial Watch. Women's black leather strap watch with round white dial imprinted with logo. Date display, second hand sweep, mineral crystal and buckle clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case diameter 26mm.

B386: Sony Alarm Clock with AM/FM Radio. Reliable and easy-to-use you will never miss another meeting or appointment again. Wake to radio, buzzer, or gradual wake alarm. AM/FM radio with 10 station presets. Adjustable brightness control. Fall asleep to the radio via the...

B387: Conair Foot Bath with Heat. The foot bath features touch controls, heat and two bubble settings. Includes three (3) pedicure attachments, a splashguard with massaging nodes, and dry foot massage. Non-slip rubber with extra deep massaging nodes.
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B389: Upright 20" Wheeling Luggage. This 20" Carry-On Cart features a retractable handle system with molded handle grip and in-line skate wheels on bottom with protective bumper guards. Expands for additional packing capacity and has two front zippered pockets.

B390: My Arcade Portable Gamer. Loaded with 220 fun and easy to play video games! Simply power on the system and start playing anywhere, anytime! Fits easily in your pocket, purse, bag or backpack. You'll always have your games at your fingertips.

B391: Joseph Joseph 7 Piece Food Prep Set. The ultimate collection of practical, space-saving kitchenware. The set includes 5 measuring cups, 1 small non-slip mixing bowl with measurements and 1 medium non-slip mixing bowl.

B09: Sterling Silver Men's Ring. Classic sterling silver men's ring with inlaid black onyx (11 X 12.5mm). Available in ring sizes 7 to 13 in half size increments.

B83: Amethyst Earrings. Wonderfully symmetrical sterling silver hoop earrings, with eight oval faceted amethysts (4x6mm; 0.40ct. each) and snap bar closure. Earring diameter 26.6mm.

B85: Heart Shaped Hoop Earrings. These versatile 10kt yellow gold earrings in a 18.5mm diameter heart shape design with an 8mm snap bar closure are suitable for day and evening.

B87: Amethyst Pendant. Pretty sterling silver pear shaped amethyst (8mm X 12mm; 2.83ct.) pendant with cut out detailing, is suspended from an 18" long cable chain. Pendant is 1" in length.

B361: DreamGear GameClutch Universal Grip. The first universal solution to enhance control and comfort for touchscreen gaming. Feels like a console controller - so you can play without limitations. Automatically adjusts to fit most smartphones - compatible with devices up to
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B107: Nachtmann by Riedel Vase. The “Bossa Nova” basket-weave non-lead crystal vase is perfectly shaped to add festivity to your table. Hand wash. Made in Germany. The vase measures 11” in height.

B123: Amethyst Ring. This exceptional sterling silver ring with four oval faceted amethysts (0.425ct. ea. with total weight of 1.70ct.) is a celebration of color. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

B121: Pearl Lariat Necklace. An elegant lariat style necklace featuring two teardrop shaped cultured freshwater pearls is suspended from a 17” long sterling silver popcorn chain. Pearl lariat is 2” in length.

B122: Black Onyx and White Topaz Ring. Sterling silver women’s ring features an oval faceted black onyx (10 X 12mm) that is flanked by 6 white topaz (2.75mm) stones to create a stunning ring. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

B142: Conair Double Sided Lighted Make-up Mirror. The mirror features a pivoting head for flexible viewing, circular lighting, and fog-free viewing. 1x / 5x magnification.

B182: Aurora 6-Sheet Light Duty Strip Shredder. The light duty, compact machine shreds documents into 1/4 strips, shredding 6 sheets of paper per pass. It’s great for a small office and ensuring economical security. Includes an integrated 2.3-gallon wastebasket.

B183: Wine Enthusiasts Push Button Corkscrew. Easy to use cork remover that fits with most major brands. The blue light shines through the action window when cork is smoothly extracted. The package includes: foil cutter, charging stand, plug and instructions. Not recommended for B194: Beverage Dispenser. This clear 1.5 gallon beverage dispenser has a reservoir at the base for your crushed ice with a bowl that locks securely into the base and a wide mouth lid that is easy to fill. Made in the U.S.A. Measures: 17”H X 8.75”D. BPA-free.
B211: SOLO Laptop Slim Brief. Slim brief with padded compartment that protects laptops up to 16". The ICtrl strap manager safely holds shoulder strap when not in use. Features a zippered front organizer and an MP3 pocket with headphone port. The brief measures 12"H X 16.5"W X 2"D.

B203: Knot Earrings. Swirling with shimmer and fabulous texture, these sterling silver love knot earrings embrace a diamond (.01ctw. each) accent with push back posts.

B202: Spiral Earrings. These beautiful open spiral knot earrings are so stylish they will go easily from day to evening. The open sterling silver design is accented by a diamond (.01ctw. each) and dangle from an earwire.

B201: Knot Pendant. With no beginning and no end, the spiral knot pendant is classic and stylish. The open design in sterling silver is highlighted by a diamond (.02ctw.) accent and dangles from an 18" long cable chain.

B218: Guess Heart Necklace & Bracelet. Reminiscent of a classic design, this open link silver-tone necklace (15" long, 11mm x 9mm wide) features a 26mm long and 3mm thick heart shape charm with the "G" logo dangling near the lobster claw clasp. The open link silver-tone bracelet (6.5"


B230: Dirt Devil Swift Stick Vac. The vacuum features a bagless design, an easy-empty dirt cup, and a 16ft cord. Weighs only 4.15 pounds and includes a built-in crevice tool.

B238: Pitcher and Tumbler Outdoor Beverage Set. Made in the USA from virtually unbreakable polycarbonate with a brilliant glass-like clarity, set includes a 2-quart pitcher and six tumblers that each holds 20 ounces.
B246: Sterling Silver Earrings. Practical for everyday wear, these diamond (.02ctw. each) illusion set stud earrings (5mm thick, 5.80mm outside diameter) create the look of a larger diamond earring. Easy to wear in sterling silver with push back posts. Total weight: 0.04ct.

B247: Amethyst and White Topaz Ring. A treasure of majestic proportions, this spectacular emerald cut amethyst (2.05ct.) is adorned by two smaller amethyst (.20ctw. each) on either side and six round white topaz (.06ctw. each) stones, which trail along the band. Set in sterling silver.

B273: Hoop Earrings. Finely crafted in sterling silver, these classic hoop earrings with 90 white topaz stones have been updated for subtle shimmer. Earrings have a push back post and are 22.5mm in diameter.

B297: Kodak Compact 8x40 Magnification Binoculars. Binocular with 8x magnification, reliable center wheel focus design, dioptr adjustment for precise focusing, and multi-coated optics for clear sharp views. Included: binoculars, carrying case, shoulder strap, cleaning cloth & user manual.

B308: TFX by Bulova Women's Watch. Women's stainless steel bracelet watch with round white dial. Date display, second hand sweep, mineral crystal, luminous markers and deployment clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case measures 26mm in diameter.

B309: TFX by Bulova Men's Watch. Men's stainless steel bracelet watch with round white dial. Date display, second hand sweep, mineral crystal, luminous markers and deployment clasp. Quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. Case measures 39mm in diameter and 8.8mm in thickness.

B311: Hamilton Beach Breakfast Sandwich Maker. Cook delicious breakfast sandwiches in 5 minutes! Use your own fresh ingredients. Top plate gently toasts the bread; egg layers cooks a fresh egg; first layer cooks the bottom half of your sandwich. Slide out the egg plate to finish the sandwich.
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B312: Time America Women's Watch. Women's black leather strap watch with stainless steel case and round silver sunray patterned dial. Crystal accented bezel, Arabic numeral hour markers, second hand sweep, luminous hands, mineral crystal and buckle clasp. Quartz

B315: Xbox One Dual Charge Dock. Charge up to two (2) Xbox One controllers simultaneously. It features an LED charge indicator for each controller. Includes two (2) rechargeable batteries. The dock plugs directly into the Xbox One.

B325: Valeo Yoga Kit. The yoga kit features a 68"L X 24"W sticky mat, a 72" woven cotton strap with buckle, 2 foam blocks, nylon tote bag and yoga instruction wall chart.

B326: Stanley Click ‘N Connect Deep Tool Box. The toolbox features a flexible platform, unique shape, a lid organizer with removable one-hand latch operation and removable dividers for customized organization of tools and parts.

B333: Blue Topaz Ring. Beautifully styled in a graceful design, this blue topaz (1.60ct.) kindled by 46 CZ's, creates wonderful results in sterling silver. Available in ring sizes 4.5 to 10 in half size increments.

B346: Cuisinart Double Sandwich Maker. The sandwich maker features a non-stick interior for easy clean-up and grilling. Capacity for two sandwiches. 1500-watts.


B353: Remix by Fossil Women's Watch. Women's black leather strap watch with stainless steel case and round silver sunray dial. Second hand sweep, mineral crystal, buckle clasp, quartz movement and water resistant to 30 meters. The case measures 32mm in diameter and 9mm in height.
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B355: Swarovski Lightning Bracelet. Add sparkle to any outfit with this stretchy silver plated bracelet featuring genuine Swarovski clear crystals. Beautifully packaged in an organza pouch with a blue envelope and silver bow.

B356: Vivitar Digital Camera. Vivitar's 8.1 megapixel digital camera features 4x digital display and a 1.8" preview screen. Kit includes: carrying case, SD card, mini tripod and 4 Alkaline batteries.

B359: Socially Conscience Gift . 11" decorative bowl made from recycled iron washers hand-welded together by artisans in India. Color: black. Proceeds provide jobs and economic stability offering local artisans to live independently. Helping Hand Artisans is one of the Helping Hand

B999: In lieu of selecting a traditional gift, you may choose to have a tree planted in your honor on Yale's campus. Trees will be planted by Yale School of Forestry's Urban Resources Initiative. Yale groundskeepers will water and nurture the tree. Tree plantings are held in the fall and spring.

B375: Midland 20 Mile Range 2-Way Radios. Includes pair of radios, 22 channels, 38 privacy codes, silent operation, hands-free operation, battery meter, auto squelch and beep. Water resistant. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included.)

B376: DreamGear DuraTunes Bluetooth Speaker. Bluetooth speaker and speakerphone is water resistant, can wirelessly play/pause/skip music, control volume and answer calls; hands-free function; rubberized finish and can connect wirelessly or via 3.5mm aux cable.

B377: Orrefors Beer Collection Set of 3. One glass made for lager, one glass made for pilsner and one that enhances the best of all the fragrant and flavorsome beers. So no matter if you are looking for more aroma - clearer bitter notes - milder carbonation and richer color, we have a

B383: Coleman Classic LED Lantern. Features 190 lumens on high; 100 lumens on low. 7M range high and 5M range low. 86 hours on high and 122 hours on low. Runs on 4 "D" batteries (not included.) Flexible power - operates as rechargeable or battery powered. Tough nylon hook and
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